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“Scholarships mean the world to me. Finances can be so hard
to come by, especially if family members are sick or times are
tough. When my family doesn’t have the money to support me,
scholarships fill that gap. How could I not be thankful for that? They
give me a chance to make my dream a reality and that’s something
I will always be grateful for,” said Sean Osborne, an incoming
freshman from Fort Gay, West Virginia.
“In my opinion, getting a scholarship is almost like someone
betting on your success. For that reason, they push me to work
harder. I was star struck when I was notified of the award. You
always hope that you get a scholarship since they help a lot with
affording college and minimizing student loans. I was so happy to
know that paying for college just got that much easier. Also, it’s
nice to know that the work you put in pays off.”
With an interest in nursing, Sean is looking forward to
taking psychology classes, as he has always enjoyed the subject.
He also looks forward to learning more about the human body in
anatomy, chemistry and physiology. His reason for choosing
Marshall was the cost, its proximity to home and its
reputable nursing program.
“I’m ready to take on the responsibility and shape my life.
It’s a new experience, and hopefully I adjust well, but I think I will
grow to enjoy it a lot once I get used to it. Overall, I can’t wait to
have this new freedom to make active steps toward my career and
the person I want to be,” he said.
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Fun Facts
Name: Sean Osborne
Class of 2023
Major: Nursing
Hometown: Fort Gay, West Virginia
Favorite color: Red
Textbooks or eBooks: Textbooks.
I've always preferred books that I
can hold in my hands since it's
easier for me to immerse myself in
them. The same goes with studying.

Sean anticipates that time management will be his greatest
weakness, since college is less structured than high school. He
would like to get involved in extracurricular activities and believes
he would greatly enjoy becoming a member of the Student
Government Association. He is dedicated to finding a balance so
that his studies remain his top priority.
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While Sean can think of many people with admirable characteristics, he does not want to be like any
single person. He credits his mom as his biggest supporter and reflects on the encouragement she
has always provided, especially with regard to college.
“I couldn’t be more thankful, because she’s not only supported my endeavors in school, but she let me
find my own motivation to study and pursue a higher education, as well,” he explained.
He believes everyone should give back to their community, not out of obligation, but to inspire a new
generation.
“You don’t have to give a lot to make a difference. I think everyone should give back something, even
if it’s something as small as scattered pieces of wisdom or advice,” he explains.
As he prepares to embark on his Marshall journey, he is excited to grow as a Son of Marshall and
become involved at the university. Although his studies have not yet begun, his life has already been
transformed by scholarship donors.
“I’d like to say thank you to my donors. In a way, it is impossible for me to put my gratitude into words.
I am honored that they are giving me their support. I assure you that I will not let you down.”
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